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Executive Summary

- As NYC relies increasingly on traffic cameras, the NYPD has pulled over more and more drivers for a minor traffic infraction—license plate obstruction—particularly in precincts with the most BIPOC residents.

- This problem is only getting worse: NYPD’s racist enforcement gap doubled between 2016 and 2021.

- Automated traffic enforcement shouldn’t lead to more in-person traffic stops. Cities should study cameras’ effects and adjust policing policies to ensure that cameras don’t contribute to the over policing of BIPOC communities.

I. Introduction

New York City launched the country’s first red light camera program in 1994, its speed camera program in 2013, and it hasn’t looked back. The city now uses 223 red light cameras and 2,220 speed cameras across every borough and neighborhood of NYC. In August 2022, New York State turned the city’s cameras on 24/7. Cameras also monitor every major NYC crossing as part of MTA’s cashless tolling system.

In the rush to install traffic cameras, cities like New York have failed to fully anticipate their dangers for BIPOC communities. Though traffic cameras supposedly reduce interactions with the police—a crucial goal, given traffic stops’ dangers—we found the opposite. Since the NYPD began reporting obstructed plate summonses in 2016, traffic stops for covering or “obscuring” a license plate have
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4 Figure is an 2022 estimate. See NYC Department of Transportation, “Automated Speed Enforcement Program,” p. 2.
skyrocketed. Patrol officers have concentrated this enforcement in the most predominantly BIPOC NYPD precincts, and the racial enforcement gap is growing.

II. More Cameras, More Problems

Driving and driving-related summonses plummeted in NYC during the pandemic. From 2016 to 2019, the NYPD issued about one million traffic summonses (tickets issued by officers during traffic stops) per year. That number fell by about half in 2020 and stayed low in 2021.

That is, with the exception of summonses for obstructed license plates, which more than quadrupled from 2016 to 2021. This quadrupling coincides with an increase in NYC traffic cameras and a corresponding increase in obstructed plates. As the city has relied increasingly on traffic cameras, increasing numbers of New Yorkers have covered their plates, including a number of NYPD officers, city employees, and at least one MTA supervisor.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the NYPD lets its own officers off when they obstruct their plates. In 2017, reporters documented over 100 NYPD vehicles with covered plates parked outside of NYC police stations and courthouses. The NYPD made noise about taking care of the problem, but officers appear to keep getting away with plate-covering and other traffic-related violations (like abusing NYC parking permits): a day after NYC announced its July 2022 crackdown on covered plates, NYS troopers waved off an NYPD van with covered plates, a bad parking placard, and an expired vehicle registration sticker.
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9 We were able to confirm via email with the MTA (10/19/2022) that obstructed plate violations are issued in person by officers stopping motorists.
13 Cohen and Marsh, “NYPD Using Plate Covers.”
14 The “Placard Abuse” Twitter account has documented NYC placard (parking permit) misuse for years. “Placard Corruption (@placardabuse) / Twitter,” Twitter, accessed November 11, 2022, https://twitter.com/placardabuse.
15 Nessen and Campbell, “NYPD Officers Flout Rule.”
NYPD summons data also appears to show that officers allow drivers in white-majority precincts to get away ticket-free more often than compared to drivers in BIPOC-majority precincts. We focused our attention on obstructed plate summonses issued by officers from specific precincts, excluding tickets with no associated precinct. In 2021, patrol officers pulled over drivers in the 10 most predominantly Black precincts 20% more often than drivers in the 10 most predominantly white precincts. That same year, they pulled over drivers in the 10 most predominantly BIPOC precincts 35% more often than drivers in the 10 most-white precincts. Worse yet, this racial enforcement gap is growing. In 2016, NYPD patrol officers issued an extra 14 summonses per 100k residents to drivers in the most-BIPOC precincts compared to the most-white precincts. By 2021, the extra summons gap more than doubled.

III. Putting the Brakes on Unsafe Traffic Policing

The MTA and NYPD announced their intention to police obstructed plates more aggressively in May and July 2022. But when cities and towns prioritize pulling drivers over for minor traffic violations, as so many do, they risk residents’ lives for ticket revenue. Too often, traffic stops turn dangerous, or even deadly: police kill about 400 unarmed drivers or passengers in traffic stops each year. Black drivers pay this price disproportionately, with police pulling over and killing Black drivers at a much higher rate than white drivers.

Automated traffic enforcement shouldn’t be an excuse for increasing in-person traffic stops. But in NYC, more traffic cameras have led to a dramatic increase in plate-related stops, especially in non-white parts of the city. Meanwhile, the city’s use of traffic cameras is accelerating—including, and
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expected any day, a tolling program to reduce traffic congestion in lower Manhattan. Traffic cameras may save lives by encouraging safer driving, but they appear to have concerning knock-on effects. In NYC, traffic cameras appear to be normalizing traffic plate obfuscation, and police have increased potentially dangerous traffic stops to hassle drivers about their license plates. Before blanketing their streets in traffic cameras, cities should collect data on cameras’ full impact—including on traffic stops—and adjust policing policies accordingly. Traffic cameras must not provide one more reason to overpolice BIPOC individuals for minor infractions.

Appendix – Summary of Methodology and Findings

S.T.O.P utilized two public sources of data to run its analysis: NYPD summons data and 2020 Census data for NYC, broken down at a police precinct level. S.T.O.P. first aggregated the NYPD’s data on the number of summonses for obstructed plates for the years 2016 to 2021 for each police precinct. Then, together with census-based demographic data for each precinct, S.T.O.P calculated the rate per 100k at which residents receive summons for obstructed plates for each year. This allows apples-to-apples comparisons between precincts, adjusting for population size.

From 2016 to 2021, obstructed plate summonses went through the roof, even as overall traffic summonses stayed the same (2016-2019) before falling by half during the pandemic (2020-2021). In the ten NYPD precincts with the biggest proportion of white, non-Latinx residents, patrol officers went from issuing about 31 obstructed plate summonses per 100k residents to 90 per 100k residents between 2016 and 2021. In the ten precincts with the biggest proportion of Black residents, enforcement rose from 39 to 109 per 100k residents. In the ten precincts with the biggest proportion of BIPOC residents, officers went from issuing 45 to 121 summonses per 100k residents.
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24 “Collisions & Summonses Traffic Data.”
25 Keefe, “NYC Police Precinct Data.”
26 BIPOC was interpreted as not “White, non-Hispanic,” using 2020 census data.
### Obstructed Plate Summons Rate (per 100k residents)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Top 10 Majority White, non-Latinx Precincts</th>
<th>Top 10 Majority BIPOC Precincts</th>
<th>Top 10 Majority Black Precincts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>+59</td>
<td>+76</td>
<td>+70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Burden of Driving While BIPOC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Top 10 Majority White, non-Latinx Precincts</th>
<th>Top 10 Majority BIPOC Precincts</th>
<th>Top 10 Majority Black Precincts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016: Extra summonses compared to majority white precincts (per 100k residents)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021: Extra summonses compared to majority white precincts (per 100k residents)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021: Summons rate compared to majority white precincts</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>135%</td>
<td>121%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Rates rounded to nearest whole number*